Prop 19 or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Green

By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

I don't think people realize just how popular marijuana is in this country. It's in the music, art and people that surround us everyday. The only problem: how do you get someone who likes to do nothing to vote? Not all stoners are necessarily lazy but many are. Getting people to vote has long been the challenge facing politicians and policy makers alike. Barack Obama did an excellent job of raising voter awareness and getting people into the booth but I'm afraid the same incentives Obama used won't get stoners into the booth. Stoners don't react to much - promises of health care or financial reform just don’t do the trick. What excites stoners is a) new music and b) more weed. So the obvious
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Others had issues with after-dinner exams. “The timetable just doesn’t fit for me. I’m conducting a study on Jagermeister, and I’m due in the Library every day immediately after dinner. Today we’re studying the reaction of Dr. Pepper, Jager, and stomach acid. I just can’t miss it, this is what we’ve been working toward all semester.” Tech responded by

Michigan Tech finally released its long-anticipated new undergrad exam policy. The first and most notable change is that exams are to start only between the hours of 11am and 3pm. Students in the past have argued that 8am exams are inhumane because the bright white of exam paper under fluorescents at such an early hour can cause permanent damage to your retinas and groggy ego. Also, some in the more dedicated crowd have reported sleeping through 8am exams after staying up too late “cramming” for said “exam.”

MTU Exam Policy

By Bill Melcher ~ Daily Bull

[Comp Editor note: As a Californian, I both support, and approve this message.] Come this November 2nd, aka voting day (are you registered?), Californians will vote on Proposition 19. Prop 19 is a measure that would allow Californians over the age of 21 to buy small amounts of cannabis a la Amsterdam style. The official name of the bill is the Regulate, Control and Tax Cannabis Act of 2010. What a sick-ass bill, a new law that allows people to smoke pot? Suddenly I suspect that late night pizza deliveries will shoot through the roof. According to recent polls the bill has a slight majority with California voters, unfortunately the polls missed an important demographic… the stoned majority.


...see MUNCHIES on back
Within will be a CD that most would label as boring and, of course, a joint. And the beauty of it is, Michigan could also release its own stoner singles collaboration. Think of all the minds blown with the pulsing, repetitive music! What a stoner singles collaboration. Think of all the pot growers’ crew up with provisions that need to be taken are for undergrad like a barrel of monkeys.

With a cutoff starting point at 3pm, which was much appreciated by that senior design team in particular (team Blackout Tuesday).

Beginning next semester, a lab fee in the amount of $20 each will be added to all undergrad courses. This will go toward three breakfast burritos and a large caramel iced coffee from McDonald’s per student per exam, to be given out immediately and with a 15 minute period of uninterrupted consumption before the test is actually passed out. Also, exam proctors will be required to stay as long as you do. That means no time limits, we can take as long as we damn well please.

One last-minute earmark instituted an optional half-hour break in which students place tests in a holding bin and are allowed full run of the U.S.S. Google with unlimited printing capabilities. The student can then return to their test with whatever they may have printed. On the way out of the exam room, the student is to be given a shot of Jack and a congratulatory handshake.

Exams are to be graded immediately, with results released no later than 8pm the same day. Professors are then to have office hours from 8-10pm and answer any questions the student might have, like “Where the Wong did these points come from?” (I, uhh… I don’t want to institute grading difference, speak to grader who does not have office hour … he very busy, no time for undergrad like you.) or “What specific day and time did we cover this question?” (oh, that was week I do expurment, I only gave break breaks your…)

All in all, taking a midterm or final exam at Michigan Tech should be a much more enjoyable experience beginning Spring 2011. And for that, you can thank your hard-spent tuition dollars. They’re going to great use.

It’s hoped that these policies will prevent cheating, like pictured here.